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This paper dea.ls with restrictions in the use of the Vasseur a.nd Weidelt 
(1977) thin-sheet a.lgorithm. For a. more theoretica.l discussion on thin-sheet 
methods, the reader is referred to Vasseur and Weidelt (1977) and Dawson 
and Weaver (1979). For a comparison of these two algorithms the paper by 
Marescha.l and Va.sseur (1984) is instructive. 

1 The Thin-Sheet Algorithm 

Vasseur a.nd Weidelt's (1977) a.lgorithm uses the Gauss-Seidel iterative method 
to compute the surface electric field within a thin-sheet overlying a. stratified 
Earth. 

In initial tests of this algorithm I found that the Gauss-Seidel process did 
not converge for models with la.rge cells or large conductances. Following 
discussions with Prof. P. Weidelt in July 1991 about the limitations of the 
thin-sheet method, he recommended the following should be true for the 
response of the thin-sheet to be a.ccura.te: 

(],WJLo'T � 1 (1) 

where a is the length of the side of ea.ch cell in metres, -r is the maximum 
anoma.lous conductance in Siemens, Jlo is the permea.bility of free space and 
w = 271" /T where T is the minimum period of investigation in seconds. 

The expression in Equa.tion 1 effectively limits the permissible cell size 
for a given a.noma.lous conductance a.nd period. I now exa.mine the effect of 
changing the cell size for both the Pyrenean model of Va.sseur a.nd Weidelt 
(1977) and Ma.rescha.l and Vasseur's (1984) model of Scotla.nd. 

2 The Pyrenean Model of Vasseur and Weidelt (1977) 

Vasseur a.nd Weidelt's (1977) thin-sheet model of the Pyrenees was con
structed to investiga.te the possibility of a. conducting cha.nnel inside the 
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continental crust linking the Atlantic ocean and Mediterranean Sea. The 
anomalous domain is 1260km north to south and 1440km ea.st to west and 
contains 14 x 16 = 224 cells each 90km on a siele (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: The thin-sheet usecl by Vasseur and Weidelt (1977). The cell size is 
90km. The outlinecl regions a.t the top right and bottom left. represent France and 
Spain respectively. The da.ta. domain is ma.rkecl with a dashecl box. 

The thin-sheet is intended to represent the top 2km of the ernst, so for 
the conductance of the ocea.nic region, a value of 8000S was used and for 
the resistive continental region a value of 500S. The underlying 1D struc
ture consists of a 100km thick resistive layer of 2000Om and a conducting 
substratum of 10Om beneath. 

The responses were computed at periods of 2700s, 5400s and 9000s for 
which Equation 1 suggests a maximum cell size � 42. 7km, 85.4km and 142.5km 
respectively. In order to demonstrate the effect of reducing the cell size, I 
have constructed a new model with smaller cells by replacing each 90km 
cell with four 45km cells. Since the response is computed at the centre of 
each cell, the locations of the responses of the two models do not coincide. I 
computed a bicubic spline (Press et al., 1986, plO0} of each field component 
(E:x:, Ey, B:x:, etc.) over the surface of the 45km model and used interpolated 
values to find the responses at points corresponding to those of the 90km 
model. The responses of the models are shown in Figure 2. lt is obvious 
that both the real and imaginary components are affected by the increase in 
resolution, but it is interesting to note that though the magnitude of the real 
component is quite different, the direction is almost uncha.nged and that the 
opposite is true for the imaginary component. 

3 The Scottish Model of Mareschal and Vasseur (1984) 

Mareschal and Va.sseur (1984} conip
are: the different thin-sheet methods of 
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Figure 2: The respouse of the Pyrenea.n moclel of V,1.ssenr a.n<l vVeiclelt (1977) 
( +) comp,uecl to the response of the sa.rne moclel with cell size reclnced by half 
( 6 ). The periocl is 2700s a.ncl t!te clata. prescutccl arc Wiese inclnction ,1.rrows. An 
indnct.ion arrow of leng;t.h 1.0 is shown for cornp;uison. 
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Figure 3: The thin-sheet moclel nsec! by Ma.rescha.l and Vasseur (1984) The cell 
size is 20km. The co11cl11cta.nces a.re g;iven iu Siemeus. 

Vasseur and Weidelt (1977) and Dawson and Weaver (1979) by computing 
the response of a. model of Scotland origina.lly crea.t.ed by Weaver (1982). 
I shall only deal with the Vasseur and Vv'eidelt (1!)77) response here. The 
model has an a.nomalous domain 460km north to south a.nd 320km east to 
west containing 23 x 1G = 368 cells of size 20km. The conducta.nces va.ry from 
1.6S to 720S and the underlying strnctnre is a. ha.lf-spa.ce of 2ooonm(Figure 
3). 

The authors not.ed tha.t. a.t periods shorter than :30s the Gauss-Seidel 
iterations failed to converge a.nd no response could be computed. However, 
Equa.tion 1 suggests tha.t. the minimum period for an a.ccura.te response from 
this model with 20km cells must. be � 113s. If a. response is to be computed 
a.t 30s, the ma.ximum cell size must be « 5.:3km

I ha.ve construct.ed a. new model in tlte same wa.y as in Section 2 by 
replacing ea.ch 20km cell with fonr 10km cdls of t.he same conducta.nce. The 
response of the 20km model aml t.he spliued response of the 10km model 
a.re shown in Figure 4. As for the Pyrenea.n model, the magnitudes of the
real induction a.rrows are longer for the model with the :;m,i.ller cells. The
directions of the real a.nd ima.ginary arrows a:re also a.ffected by the change
in cell size.

These two tests illust.ra.t.e the effect. tha.t. a cha.nge in cell size has on the 
responses of a thin-sheet model. Even the cell sizes I ha.ve used a.re not 
sma.ll enough. If I ta.ke 'A « B' to mea.n 'lOA � B' then I should use 
a cell size of <4.3km for the Pyrenean model and <5:30m for the Scottish 
model. This would entail t.hiu-sheet.s with (14 x 21) x (lG x 21) = 98784 and 
(23 x 38) x (IG x 38) = 531:3�)2 cells respectively. Even ta.king a more liberal 
view tha.t 3A should he � B still requires thin-sheets with more than 10000 

elements. 
I have implemeut.ed Va.sseur aml Weidelt's (1977) a.lgorithm on a 486 
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PC in order to model regional induction in lreland (Bruton, 1994). Typical 
models covered an area around Ireland of 620 x 620km2 and in order to 
accomodate large variations in conductance at the coast I required a cell size 
of 20km. 

The period of interest was 1024s but with a maximum conductance of 
5000S, Equation 1 implies a maximum cell size a < < 26km. Taking the 
liberal view that 3A should be � B, a cell size of < 8.7km would be suitable, 
but this would be computationally time consuming. However in view of 
the effect of cell size on the induction arrows and in particular the imaginary 
arrow, I tested the algorithm with cell sizes of 10km and 20km. The responses 
were very similar in both cases indicating that, for some models, awµ0r < 1 
may be a sufficient condition in place of Equation 1. However, I recommend 
a discretis.ation test on any thin-sheet models before trusting the responses. 
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land). I would like to acknowledge the assistance given to me by the Applied 
Geophysics Unit UCG and the Institute for Geophysics at the University 
of Frankfurt, in particular to Colin Brown, Volker Haak, Karsten Bahr and 
Marcus Eisel. I would also like to acknowledge the hospitality and assistance 
of Peter Weidelt at the University of Braunschweig. 
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Figure 4: The response of the Scottish model of Marescha.l ,1nd V,1ssenr (1984) ( +) 
compared with the response of the same moclel with the cell size reducecl by half 
(6.). The period is 30s and the da.ta presented a.re Wiese induction arrows. For 
clarity of presentation, only every second data point is shown. An in<lucfion arrow 
of length 1.0 is shown for compa.rison. 
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